Fast storage devices are an emerging solution to satisfy data-intensive applications. They provide high transaction rates for DBMS, low response times for Web servers, instant on-demand paging for applications with large memory footprints, and many similar advantages for performance-hungry applications. In spite of the benefits promised by fast hardware, modern operating systems are not yet structured to take advantage of the hardware's full potential. The software overhead caused by an OS, negligible in the past, adversely impacts application performance, lessening the advantage of using such hardware. Our analysis demonstrates that the overheads from the traditional storage-stack design are significant and cannot easily be overcome without modifying the hardware interface and adding new capabilities to the operating system.
INTRODUCTION
Improving storage I/O performance has been an important challenge in computer system research. Data services deployed on Web, database, mail, file, and backup/archive servers commonly require high throughput and low latency from their backend storage devices. Even in a desktop environment, instant responsiveness backed by performant I/O devices is highly desired by users for an improved computing experience. Although storage systems comprised of Hard-Disk Drives (HDDs), in combination with various novel optimizations, have served application needs well in the past, the increasing performance requirements of Internet-scale online services, big data analysis software, and other emerging application classes drive us to explore new possibilities both in hardware and software technology.
A block I/O subsystem is the fruit of software optimizations to make efficient use of an HDD [Arpaci-Dusseau and Arpaci-Dusseau 2014; Ganger and Patt 1998; Geist and Daniel 1987; Iyer and Druschel 2001; Jacobson and Wilkes 1991; Lumb et al. 2000; Riska et al. 2007; Ruemmler and Wilkes 1994; Seltzer et al. 1990; Shin et al. 2011; Worthington et al. 1994; Zhang et al. 2012] . Running as a module between a file system and a storage device, the block I/O subsystem reorders or merges requests in a request queue based on understanding of the physical characteristics of the HDD. Its goals can be summarized as: (1) to maximize the amount of data in a single I/O request and (2) to minimize the seek movement of the disk head of an HDD. In order to achieve these goals, the block I/O subsystem spends CPU/memory resources to accumulate requests in a queue and select the best candidate with consideration for the current position of the disk head.
Semi-conductor technology has introduced nonvolatile memory to system researchers in academia and industry, opening a gate for new storage devices with the new storage media [Agrawal et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2009; Nam et al. 2011] . The new storage devices are able to transfer data from/to an OS without necessarily moving physical sensors back and forth, achieving orders of magnitude improvements over HDDs in both latency and throughput. Flash memory is being widely used in datacenters [Lee et al. 2008; Narayanan et al. 2009 ] and Phase-Change Memory (PCM) has been deeply investigated in a real prototype device with an OS support [Akel et al. 2011; Raoux et al. 2008 ]. They will be referred to as Flash-based SSD and PCM-based SSD, respectively, in this article.
A drop-in replacement of an HDD with an SSD without any change in software stack, which might be preferred by most users and administrators, has an adverse effect on an application performance. Previous studies such as in Moneta [Caulfield et al. 2010b ] and in Onyx [Akel et al. 2011] pointed out that the software overhead was scattered throughout the entire Linux kernel and it was essential to eliminate the overhead to achieve the bare-metal performance of their PCM-based SSD. Fusion-IO is also known to provide a customized device driver for its Flash-based SSD products to avoid such software overhead [Fusion-IO 2014b; Josephson et al. 2010] . These facts convince us that existing operating systems are not prepared to handle fast storage devices.
Hence, a modern operating system now faces an important challenge of exploiting peak performance from fast storage devices. It needs to revalidate the use of existing block-level optimizations and keep a balance between costs and benefits. From our analysis, either abandoning the optimizations entirely or keeping them leads to the underutilization of a fast storage device.
In this article, we explore six optimizations for the block I/O subsystem: polling I/O completion, eliminating context switches from the I/O path, merging discontiguous requests, reconfiguring an I/O scheduler for an SSD, resolving the read-ahead dilema, and avoiding a lock contention in a request queue. The block I/O subsystem cannot put all of them together in one place as some of them are incompatible with others. For example, the block I/O subsystem without any context switches in the I/O path loses a chance to accumulate requests in an I/O scheduler. This requires us to build various block I/O subsystems with a combination of the optimizations and evaluate them against real hardware and an OS because an existing evaluation framework with disk simulators would fail to capture the precise interactions between an OS and a device at microsecond granularity. We choose a DRAM-based SSD [Taejin 2014] for the evaluation since the maximum performance pursued by next-generation nonvolatile memory is close to what DRAM achieves in latency and throughput. The device takes 7 microseconds to transfer a 4KB page to/from an OS and sustains the maximum throughput of 700MB/s, both measured by the vendor's hardware equipment. This device is equipped with a DMA controller and 8 DIMM modules for DRAM chips. Relying on a PCI-Express interface, it transfers data between the DRAM chips and host memory. A key implication for our evaluations is that it is essential to have both a new hardware interface and an optimized block I/O subsystem to fully exploit such latency and throughput of the device under various workloads.
Terms and Definitions
For clarity, we define a few terms regarding performance metrics of storage systems.
-Device bandwidth is the maximum data transfer rate to/from an OS. It accounts for user data only, and consequently is lower than the raw bandwidth of a device calculated by aggregating data transfer rates from multiple memory chips; the hardware overhead to calculate checksums and to deal with clock timing is determined by the hardware technology of the storage medium and device architecture, and cannot be avoided by software optimizations (discussed further in Section 2.1). The throughput measured at the block I/O subsystem cannot be higher than the device bandwidth. -Application throughput is the sustained data transfer rate measured at an application. To avoid the situation where memory cache obscures true device bandwidth, the working set of an application is set to be several times larger than the physical memory seen at an OS, which limits the maximum application throughput to device bandwidth. Sequential throughput and random throughput are defined to be the application throughputs under different application workloads; the former is measured with each file in a working set being accessed in ascending file offset order, while the latter is measured with each file being accessed in random file offset order. -Hardware latency is the time consumed by a storage device to serve an I/O request, which can be measured by two methods: (1) using the measuring equipment of a device vendor as described in Section 3.1.1 or (2) calculating the difference between the I/O dispatch time and the I/O completion time. A response time of a storage device is regarded as a hardware latency in this article. The hardware latency of an HDD consists of a seek time, a rotational delay, a controller overhead, and a data transfer time [Ruemmler and Wilkes 1994] . As the memory cells of DRAM allow overwrites without being erased in advance, the DRAM-based SSD used in this work does not require any garbage collection, showing uniform latency for the I/O requests of the same size. -Software latency is the time consumed by an OS, which is the sum of the time taken to dispatch an I/O request and the time taken to handle the completion of the request. Various software layers in an OS are involved with the software latency of an I/O request. For example, merging requests, communicating with DMA hardware, and switching CPU context incur a few microseconds of overhead in the I/O path, respectively [Caulfield et al. 2010b ].
Latency tells us how long it takes to service a single request, while throughput indicates how many requests are serviced within a given duration [Traeger et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2006] . It is noteworthy that low latency does not always lead to high throughput. For example, it is known that an anticipatory I/O scheduler intentionally adds milliseconds of delay to a request for the purpose of exploiting the device bandwidth of an HDD under concurrent sequential access workloads [Iyer and Druschel 2001] . The possible conflict between the two performance objectives raises a question about which design criteria, latency-oriented or throughput-oriented, would be more advantageous to a fast storage device. Our optimization approach, as described in Section 4, starts from latency-oriented design to confirm the application throughput with the minimum software overhead and then moves to throughput-oriented design to amortize per-request latency over multiple requests. As the optimizations are based on the hardware latency and the device bandwidth of a device, we expect that even future SSDs with different memory technology would benefit from the same optimizations as long as their performance characteristics are similar to the DRAM-based SSD used in this article. Figure 1 shows the application throughputs of Iozone [Norcott and Capps 1998 ], represented as Iozone throughput, with the device bandwidth of the DRAM-based SSD on the horizontal line at 700MB/s. Linux 2.6.32 was used with available memory adjusted to 2GB by inflating the allocated region of a RAM disk, known as memory ballooning, to minimize the effect of page cache. The following issues are consistently observed with various application settings.
P1 was surprising because we expected that existing block-level optimizations would be sufficient to achieve the device bandwidth of the DRAM-based SSD under a sequential read/write workload. While block prefetching and write merge could effectively exploit 100% of the device bandwidth from an HDD under a sequential read and write workload, respectively, in our preliminary experiments, the optimizations attained only 82% and 87% of the device bandwidth from our DRAM-based SSD under the same workloads. The result motivates us to reexamine even well-known optimizations from a different perspective on the benefit and the overhead of each optimization.
P2 was hardly explicable by the hardware characteristics of the DRAM-based SSD. The SSD, in common with other SSDs, splits a large-sized I/O request into multiple smaller units and stripes them across multiple memory chips in parallel [Chang and Kuo 2002; Lee et al. 2010; Yoo et al. 2011] . Unlike flash-based SSDs, the device is capable of sustaining the given bandwidth since neither garbage collection nor block/page mapping intervene in internal operations. These characteristics led us to a false belief that the workload consisting of many concurrent threads that issue small-sized I/O requests to random offsets would benefit from the parallelism inside the device and eventually achieve nearly sequential throughput. The achieved random read and write throughputs, however, were 14% and 28% of the device bandwidth, respectively. The result motivates us to investigate which factors account for the performance gap and how to overcome the problem.
One interesting observation from the Iozone throughputs is the gap between the random read throughput and the random write throughput. Given that block prefetching and write merge are ineffective under the two workloads, the major difference between their I/O paths is in how a request is delivered to the block I/O subsystem. In the random read workload, a read request entering the block I/O subsystem comes from a read system call synchronously. On the contrary, a write system call is not synchronously translated into a write request but delayed at page cache and submitted to the block I/O subsystem asynchronously. The optimization, known as delayed write, was originally devised to decouple the performance gap between an HDD and physical memory, but produced the positive side-effect for the block I/O subsystem to see subsequent requests without a CPU context switch to an application thread. In our fully optimized block I/O subsystem, the effect turns out to account for 10% of the gap between the random read throughput and the random write throughput. Although offering a partial explanation only, the effect of context switch gives us an insight of what optimizations can be beneficial to a fast storage device. Eliminating a few microseconds of software overhead, which had been negligible to storage systems based on HDDs, can enhance application throughput significantly when the hardware latency of an underlying storage device is as low as a few microseconds. Therefore, the software overhead in the I/O path needs to be investigated at microsecond granularity. The other factor responsible for the gap was the misbehavior of block prefech logic in Linux, discussed in Section 4.6.
Contributions
The contributions of this article are summarized as follows.
-We quantify the software and hardware latency of an I/O request. -We propose and implement a new device I/O interface in a commercial SSD. -We evaluate six optimizations to the block I/O subsystem through extensive benchmarks.
One of the suggested optimizations, called Temporal Merge, requires customized hardware functionality is not part of the standard I/O interface. For example, ATA, SATA, and SCSI do not allow a single I/O command to specify multiple discontiguous block requests. Although reaching a consensus on a proper interface between an OS and a storage device may take a long time [Denehy et al. 2002; Ganger 2001] , the effectiveness of our solution can be used to stimulate discussion between the OS community and storage vendors. The I/O request path in the Linux storage stack is briefly described in the following section, which will be referred to in further explanation. In Section 3, software overheads in the existing block I/O subsystem are quantified and investigated in the context of the two problem definitions P1 and P2. Six optimizations for a fast storage device will be explored with variations of block I/O subsystems in Section 4. The implementation details based on an extended hardware interface of the DRAM-based SSD and a standard SATA-2 interface of a commercial flash-based SSD are described in Section 5 and evaluated through well-known benchmarks in Section 6.
BACKGROUND
Recent hardware technology is mature enough for an OS to benefit from fast storage devices, while the operating system storage stack has been developed without much consideration of these new hardware trends. In this section, we will look into the trends of storage technology that provide possibilities of optimizations for software and the design of the Linux storage stack.
Hardware Technology Trends
Two major technologies have led to the dramatic performance improvement of a storage device.
-New storage medium. The storage medium is physical material for storing data in binary or n-ary values and is a determining factor in the hardware latency of a device. For example, a magnetic platter requires a mechanical tip to sense the magnetic flux over the surface, explaining the seek time and the rotational delay of the hardware latency of an HDD [Ruemmler and Wilkes 1994; Shin et al. 2007 ]. The fact that flash memory cells cannot store new data without being erased beforehand necessitates a Flash Translation Layer (FTL) inside a device to present an HDD-like I/O interface to an OS by hiding the garbage collection operation. As a result, the hardware latency of a flash-based SSD can be highly variable under write-intensive workloads because of the FTL overhead and write amplification [Hu et al. 2009 ]. The academic community has been actively studying Storage Class Memory (SCM) to use it either as primary storage [Condit et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2009; Qureshi et al. 2009; Wu and Reddy 2011; Zhou et al. 2009] or as secondary storage [Caulfield et al. 2010a; Kim et al. 2014] . SCM pursues a goal to achieve near-DRAM performance without electric energy consumption to maintain data persistence. The hardware latencies of SCMs vary according to the SCM type and the request type, which is explored in an existing work [Freitas and Wilcke 2008 ]. -Parallel architecture. Modern SSDs are designed to exploit the parallelism of multiple units of the storage medium. Their device architectures allow outstanding I/O requests to be pipelined and reordered for better scheduling [Nam et al. 2011] and to be dispatched to nonconflicting memory chips in parallel [Chang and Kuo 2002; Lee et al. 2010; Yoo et al. 2011] . Fusion-IO is known to embed as many flash chips as possible into their SSD products to benefit from the parallelism [Fusion-IO 2014a] . The technology helps an SSD to amortize per-request overhead and achieve high device bandwidth by aggregating concurrent data transfers.
Hardware resources on the host side (where the storage device is connected) have also experienced significant changes. [Josephson et al. 2010] . Our evaluation also indicates that CPU resources have a critical impact on application throughput, which will be discussed in Section 6.7.
Analysis of I/O Path
An I/O request is a logical entity that conveys the intention of an application to a storage device. In the Linux storage stack, it is implemented with nested data structures instead of a single data structure, which indicates that a data structure used by one software layer is encapsulated into another data structure in the next software layer. This guarantees modularity of the storage stack, as modifications to a data structure in one software layer do not affect other layers. Unless explicitly specified, an I/O request is regarded as a single data structure for brevity in explanation. An I/O request goes through the software layers of an OS storage stack, the sequence of which is called an I/O path. Depending on the request direction, an I/O path can be either a descending I/O path or an ascending I/O path. The former is for dispatching an I/O request to a storage device, while the latter is for completing an I/O request serviced by a storage device. Figure 2 illustrates that the block I/O subsystem is composed of Block Layer, SCSI Subsystem, and Device Driver. When an application invokes a read or write system call, the Virtual File System (VFS) checks whether a page cache can serve the system call. If the requested file data does not exist in the cache (i.e., read miss) or the requested file data cannot be buffered in the cache (i.e., write miss), the VFS initiates the descending I/O path for the request. It asks the File System for the start sector number of the requested file offset and issues the I/O request to the Block Layer, which performs I/O scheduling and request merging. The two block-level optimizations become effective only when the number of I/O requests in a request queue is sufficiently high. For this reason, the Block Layer purposely suspends the descending I/O path and accumulates multiple I/O requests by using a mechanism called plugging.
The suspended I/O path is resumed by: (1) a per-device kernel thread called kblockd or (2) a conditional trigger based on the number of I/O requests waiting in a request queue or the duration of the queues being plugged. When a request queue is unplugged by either of the conditions, an I/O request is dispatched to the SCSI Subsystem. The layer maps the kernel buffers of the I/O request to prepare for DMA, sets up scattergather entries to specify the list of noncontiguous host memory segments, and initiates DMA transfer by invoking the callback routine registered by the Device Driver. The descending I/O path is finished at this point and the CPU executing the I/O path is yielded to other tasks.
After the DMA transfer is completed, the storage device sends an interrupt signal to the Device Driver. It acknowledges the signal first, executes a device-specific completion handler, and invokes the callback registered by the SCSI Subsystem to release any resources allocated to the I/O request. The ascending I/O path is suspended to exit the interrupt context at the earliest possible point, deferring the remaining work to a SoftIRQ handler of the Block Layer. The SoftIRQ handler resumes the ascending I/O path at a safe point and wakes up the user process waiting in a process queue. When scheduled to run on a CPU by a process scheduler, the user process copies the data from the kernel buffer to the user buffer if the request was a read and finishes the I/O path. The first part of the ascending I/O path, synchronously executed from an interrupt handler, is called top-half handler and the other part executed by the SoftIRQ handler is one type of bottom-half handler in the Linux.
Analysis of I/O Interface
Each of the software layers described in Figure 2 presents its I/O interface to the upper layer and hides the implementation details, which contributes to the modular design of the Linux storage stack. The application I/O interface is a read/write system call. It requires a request type (read or write), a file descriptor number, a file offset, a request size, and the pointer to a user buffer. Instead of using the user buffer, the VFS allocates a kernel buffer for an I/O request, which requires a data copy between the two buffers before or after the I/O operation. The block I/O interface enables the VFS/FS to access a storage device by a sector offset called Logical Block Address (LBA). We assume that the block device is a single unpartitioned physical device without any address translation resulting from a partitioning or a software RAID module. A SCSI disk module, represented as sd in the Linux storage stack, is a part of the SCSI Subsystem, accepting an SCSI command from the Block Layer. It maps the kernel buffer of an I/O request to a DMAable memory region that will be used by the next software layer. The Device Driver translates an SCSI command into a physical command, such as a PCI command in the case of our DRAM-based SSD, and dispatches it to a device.
It is notable that the Block Layer dispatches I/O requests to the SCSI Subsystem one at a time. As a command queueing mechanism is widely chosen by HDDs and SSDs, the Block Layer invokes the SCSI I/O interface repeatedly until the number of outstanding I/O requests reaches to maximum queue depth of an underlying storage device. This observation motivates a new request merge scheme with an extended device I/O interface, which will be discussed in Section 4.2.
Optimizations in the Block I/O Subsystem
The block I/O subsystem adopts the following two approaches to achieve high application throughput: reducing per-request latency and amortizing per-request latency.
-Reducing per-request latency. A request queue for a block device is assigned an I/O scheduler among CFQ, Anticipatory, and Deadline [Seelam et al. 2005 ] 
ANALYZING THE LEGACY OF THE BLOCK I/O SUBSYSTEM
To have a comprehensive understanding of P1 and P2, we have investigated the hardware latency of the DRAM-based SSD and the software latency of an I/O request in the block I/O subsystem in the Linux. The main factors in the performance problems can be summarized as follows: (1) interrupt overhead stands out as the hardware latency approaches a few microseconds, (2) delayed execution incurs the overhead of CPU context switch, (3) request merge presumes the use of an HDD with mechanical arms and rotating platter, and (4) system configuration is favorable to an HDD but not to an SSD. The similar I/O path design is found from Solaris as well as Linux (Section 3.1.2), supporting that these are general optimizations regarded as beneficial to a storage device.
Problem 1: High Software Latency
The result in Figure 1 suggests that the overhead of the Linux storage stack should be quantified. In this section, the latency of an I/O request is measured at both hardware and software level and broken down into subcomponents to determine which portion can be optimized.
3.1.1. Interrupt Latency. The hardware latency of the DRAM-based SSD is broken down into Control Transfer (CT), DRAM Access (DA), Data Transfer (DT), and Interrupt Latency (IL). CT is the time taken by a set of micro-operations decoding an I/O request in the firmware and DA is the latency to prepare for an access to a DRAM chip. DT is the duration of holding bus channels for data transfer from/to the DRAM chip. CT, DA, and DT are measured with the vendor's equipment called a logic analyzer. IL can be calculated as {the hardware latency measured at the OS -(CT + DA + DT)}, which indicates the delay between the time when an interrupt is signalled to an OS and the time when the corresponding interrupt handler is actually invoked. Figure 3 illustrates the four components of a hardware latency with varying the size of an I/O request. It is meaningful that the interrupt latency is 2.5 microseconds regardless of a request size, which accounts for 40%, 25%, and 10% of the hardware latencies for 512B, 4KB, and 16KB request, respectively. Given that the interrupt latency of a 4KB request consumes only 0.1% of the hardware latency of an HDD, the performance penalty by the interrupt mechanism is significantly higher to an SSD than to an HDD.
Hence, the block I/O subsystem is faced with the problem of excessive interrupt overhead, which has been comprehensively explored in a network I/O subsystem. One of the successful solutions for a low-latency high-bandwidth Network Interface Card (NIC) has been to utilize a polling mechanism to detect the completion event of a packet send/receive, which helps an OS to avoid the overhead of frequent context switches [Aron and Druschel 2000; Chang et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2001; Salah et al. 2007; Salah and Qahtan 2009] . NICs can also accumulate multiple interrupts instead of immediately delivering them to an OS one by one, called interrupt coalescing. This optimization can be also beneficial to an SSD capable of generating a number of interrupts within a short time window. The emergence of new hardware technologies, including SCM, high-speed interconnect, and multicore processors as discussed in Section 2.1, drives us to learn from the lessons of optimizing a network I/O subsystem for fast NICs and fundamentally rethinking the efficient way to handle fast storage devices. A similar issue has been explored in the context of a virtualized storage system to mitigate the problem of the interrupt overheads [Ahmad et al. 2011] . from one to another, the I/O path is suspended. We define such a property as asynchronous and such an asynchronous point as asynchrony. Asynchrony resulting from preemption (e.g., a timer interrupt) will be excluded in this explanation because the point when preemption occurs is not predictable and the interval between two successive preemptions not caused by interrupts tends to be higher than the hardware latency of the DRAM-based SSD. For the analysis of software latency, we used the workload that a single process dd opens a block device in direct I/O mode and reads it in an increasing offset order. The use of the workload enables us to eliminate the possibility of queueing delay at various software layers and to focus on per-request latency breakdown in the block I/O subsystem only. The workload: (1) avoids the overhead of copying data to/from a kernel buffer at the VFS layer, (2) bypasses the optimization of block prefetching at the VFS layer, and (3) disallows two or more I/O requests to simultaneously exist in the block I/O subsystem. Table I shows that there exist three asynchronies in the I/O path, each leading to the delay of a few microseconds. It takes 9 microseconds to switch the CPU context from the interrupt handler to the SoftIRQ handler, and 4 microseconds from the SoftIRQ to the user process dd. Though not shown in the table, a write I/O request experiences an additional asynchrony between generic make request (out) and scsi request fn (in). R represents the hardware latency of a storage device. As seen in Figure 3 , R of the DRAM-based SSD is 10 microseconds for a 4KB request. The following is the rationale for the asynchronies.
-No lengthy task in a top-half handler. It is mandatory for an interrupt handler, called a top-half handler in the Linux [Corbet et al. 2005] , to prevent further interrupts from invoking the same interrupt handler by disabling the current IRQ line. Otherwise, the interrupts signalled through the same IRQ within a short time interval may obstruct any useful work for request completion. Consequently, an interrupt handler is designed to defer a lengthy task that might require the context switch of a CPU to another handler and exit as quickly as possible to remain responsive to interrupts. The SoftIRQ bottom-half handler resumes the ascending I/O path that was suspended by an interrupt handler. It releases the resources assigned to the completed I/O request (in bio endio), dispatches the next request from a request queue to a storage device (in scsi run queue), and updates the status bit of the process waiting for the completion of the I/O request to be runnable. In the example, it takes 4 microseconds for an OS to schedule the dd process on a CPU. -CPU affinity to a bottom-half handler. The interrupt handler is capable of specifying which CPU core be used for the SoftIRQ handler. The feature helps to reduce the software latency since some CPU may have cached the kernel buffer belonging to the completed I/O request. In anticipation of possible cache hits, the SoftIRQ handler is configured to run on the CPU core that originally dispatched the I/O request. After deallocating the resource allocated to the I/O request, the SoftIRQ handler wakes up the user process to copy data from the kernel buffer to the user buffer. This also increases the possibility of cache hits, since the user process may want to access the data immediately after returning from an OS. Note that the Solaris kernel was tuned for high throughput by default and the different application was executed on the different host. The result is for understanding general I/O path design, but not for comparing the performance between the two OSes. Although the block I/O subsystem that relies on the top-half and the bottom-half handler has been effective for HDDs, the software overhead inherent in the design should be taken seriously to achieve maximum application throughput from a fast storage device.
Problem 2: Low Random Throughput
Increasing the concurrency at the application layer helps the block I/O subsystem to maintain multiple I/O requests in a request queue, shortening the delay of dispatching subsequent I/O requests to a device. However, the result in Figure 1 indicates that the increased application concurrency neither shows improvement over a singlethreaded workload nor closes the gap between the random throughput and the sequential throughput. The observation implies that eliminating software overhead may not be a sufficient solution to achieve as high application throughput as device bandwidth. In this section, two major factors accountable for P2 are investigated.
3.2.1. Narrow Device I/O Interface. The block I/O subsystem relies on the device I/O interface that presumes the limitation of an HDD; the disk head moves towards only one I/O request at a time. With the given interface, the best strategy to maximize the efficiency of data transfer has been to coalesce contiguous I/O requests by Spatial Merge to amortize per-request hardware latency. In the case of an SSD, however, the two limitations of Spatial Merge can be an obstacle to exploiting the device bandwidth.
-High software latency to merge contiguous requests. As long as its fairness rule is satisfied, an I/O scheduler can plug a request queue to prevent I/O request from being dispatched to a storage device, increasing the possibility of a future I/O request being merged to the existing ones. The optimization imposes a significant penalty on merge failure when the hardware latency of a storage device approaches tens of microseconds, discussed in Section 3.2.2. It is also notable that even a sequential workload that benefits from merge success could not achieve the device bandwidth of the DRAM-based SSD in our evaluation. To avoid the overhead of accumulating I/O requests in a request queue, several studies have explored the design of a block I/O subsystem bypassing an I/O scheduler [Akel et al. 2011; Caulfield et al. 2010b; Seppanen et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2012 ]. -Incapability to merge noncontiguous requests. The device I/O interface implemented in an SSD as well as in an HDD limits the benefit of accessing multiple memory chips in parallel. Although a single large I/O request consisting of small contiguous requests enhances the parallelism inside a device [Agrawal et al. 2008; Akel et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2009; Nam et al. 2011 ], a random access workload cannot take advantage of merged I/O requests. Command queueing and interrupt aggregation help the block I/O subsystem to amortize per-request overhead by overlapping descending and ascending I/O paths, respectively [Dees 2005; Intel and Seagate 2003; Yu et al. 2010] , but the optimizations rely on an intermediate hardware controller that adds an additional latency to an I/O request. From our preliminary experiment, the Advanced Host Controller Interface (AHCI) for SATA-2 or SATA-3 devices [Boyd 2008 ] incurs an unconfigurable and highly variable hardware latency of tens of microseconds to coalesce interrupts from multiple outstanding I/O requests. Even if next-generation host controller interfaces like NVMHCI [Huffman 2012a ] can guarantee a configurable, predictable, and sufficiently low latency for an I/O request, it is still important for them to communicate with a storage device through an efficient device I/O interface since a device-specific protocol should be performed in an atomic manner for consistent state transition of a device. Figure 4 shows the impact of request size on application throughput of the workload {dd, 1 thread, sequential read, direct I/O}. As neither block prefetching nor request merge affects the I/O path in the workload configuration, we are convinced that the size of an I/O request is the major factor that leads to the different application throughputs. The random throughput of 4KB requests is 400MB/s, which is 57% of the device bandwidth of the DRAM-based SSD. Although eliminating the interrupt latency, which will be discussed in Section 4.1, enhances the throughput to 520MB/s, it is still less than 74% of the device bandwidth.
Disk-Oriented Configuration.
The behavior of the block I/O subsystem can be configured for different workloads or devices. Table III contains a subset of parameters that affect the operations on a request queue.
In spite of their critical influence on application throughput, the optimal configurations for fast storage devices are hardly known. Being a general-purpose OS, Linux has been configured with empirically studied values that may not fully exploit the device bandwidth of an unexplored storage device with new performance characteristics. According to our evaluation with the DRAM-based SSD (Section 4.4), the default value of unplug thresh led to an underutilization of the device. The following parameters also need to be discussed to defer a disk-oriented configuration from happening to hide device bandwidth.
-Fairness policy of an I/O scheduler. The CFQ scheduler creates a request queue for each application process and ensures fairness among multiple processes [Seelam et al. 2005] . It throttles the service rates of the request queues by controlling the interval of flushing I/O requests from the queues, which eventually leads to a shorter queue length compared to that of other I/O schedulers. This can be an obstacle to achieve device bandwidth because the effectiveness of a pollingbased block I/O subsystem, essential for a low-latency storage device, depends on the number of I/O requests in a request queue (Section 4.4).
-Coarse-grained timer of unplugging a queue. Although the block I/O subsystem sets a timer to avoid keeping a storage device idle for too long after plugging a request queue, the millisecond granularity of unplug delay makes it hard to fulfill the objective; the DRAM-based SSD would remain idle for 3 milliseconds while waiting for an unplug event. Using the High-Resolution Timer [Gleixner and Niehaus 2006; Gleixner and Molnar 2014] may mitigate the problem, but further research should follow to understand the impact of frequent timer interrupts on other subsystems as well as the block I/O subsystem because even a few microseconds of delay can affect the software latency of an I/O request. -High cost of prefetch miss. Given the maximum prefetch window size called ra pages, the VFS adjusts its prefetch window based on prefetch hits/misses; if prefetched data is hit before being evicted from memory, the window is increased. The default ra pages is 256, forcing the block I/O subsystem to read up to 256 sectors under a sequential read workload. As Sectors-Per-Track (SPT) of a modern HDD is usually higher than 1,000 [Shin et al. 2007 ], a quarter of a disk platter rotation (i.e., 90 degrees) is sufficient to read the maximum prefetch window, accounting for an additional hardware latency of 2 milliseconds for a 7,200-RPM disk. The cost of block prefetching is usually hidden by the seek time and the rotational delay, therefore the default value has been effective to an HDD. The hardware latency of an SSD, however, is directly affected by a request size as in Figure 3 , which implies that the penalty of prefetch miss is higher with an SSD than with an HDD. This can cause serious performance degradation if prefetch miss frequently occurs. According to our observation (Section 4.6), one optimization in the VFS layer, called context lookup, happened to read the maximum number of prefetch blocks under a random read workload, which is not normally expected. As a result, the application throughput was only that half of the throughput actually measured at the block I/O subsystem.
OPTIMIZATIONS TO THE BLOCK I/O SUBSYSTEM
The analysis about the existing block I/O subsystem in the Linux raises a question about whether any optimization to the block I/O subsystem would be necessary for a fast storage device. In this section, we implement optimizations to the block I/O subsystem step by step and check if they lead to performance improvement of Iozone under various workloads. The optimizations are summarized in the following:
O1. using polling instead of interrupts; O2. establishing a synchronous I/O path; O3. dispatching discontiguous requests through an extended I/O interface; O4. adjusting block I/O subsystem configurations to an SSD; O5. avoiding harmful block prefetching; and O6. using double buffering for I/O requests.
O1 and O2 minimize per-request latency to solve the problem of high software latency (stated in P1), while O3, O4, and O6 amortize per-request latency to enhance random throughput of an application (stated in P2). O5 enables the block I/O subsystem to avoid an unexpected high hardware latency incurred by block prefetching optimization in the VFS. Some optimizations are counter-productive when used in conjunction with others. For example, a combination of O1 and O2 seriously degrades the capability of OS-level queueing (O4). O6 assumes the use of an asynchronous I/O path, making it impossible to merge I/O requests synchronously (O2). Consequently, the block I/O subsystem cannot have all of the optimizations; only a subset of the optimizations will be applied to the block I/O subsystem. A baseline block I/O subsystem, defined as SCSI INTR, is registered to the SCSI Subsystem. It relies on: (1) an asynchronous I/O path, (2) an interrupt mechanism, (3) the existing device I/O interface, and (4) the default parameters of a request queue. Consequently, a write I/O request experiences four context switches in a Linux kernel, namely user process → kblockd → interrupt handler → softirq handler → user process, and a read I/O request experiences three context switches, namely user process → interrupt handler → softirq handler → user process.
SyncPath: Designing a Synchronous I/O Path
The first optimization to SCSI INTR is to switch the notification mechanism of a request completion from interrupt to polling (O1), which has been also explored in existing works [Akel et al. 2011; Caulfield et al. 2010b; Seppanen et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2012] . It eliminates an interrupt latency in the ascending I/O path at the cost of the CPU cycles to eagerly check the completion of an I/O request.
This opens a new possibility to make the I/O path shorter (O2). When a request completion is detected by polling, the CPU context is either a user process or a kernel thread. As both of them are free from the limitation of an interrupt handler as discussed in Section 3.1.2, even a lengthy task can be executed immediately instead of being deferred to other threads. This removes the software latency caused by the context switch at interrupt handler → softirq handler.
The two remaining context switches, user process → kblockd and softirq handler → user process, can be also eliminated by bypassing an I/O scheduler [Caulfield et al. 2010b; Seppanen et al. 2010] . In the traditional I/O path illustrated in Figure 2 , a user process sleeps in a task queue after submitting an I/O request to the block I/O subsystem, waiting for the completion. For example, the block I/O subsystem in the Linux sets a bit position called PG uptodate in the flags variable of struct page to notify the user process of the request completion. Then, the user process is awoken asynchronously by the process scheduler. On the contrary, the combination of polling I/O completions and bypassing an I/O scheduler enables the block I/O subsystem to avoid the CPU context switches in the I/O path.
SyncPath is the block I/O subsystem implemented with O1 and O2, eliminating every asynchrony in the I/O path. It performs the following steps upon receiving a request from the VFS/FS layer.
(1) Prepare the DMA buffer for data transfer. Table IV . An I/O request in SyncPath follows both the descending and ascending I/O path without being suspended and resumed on another CPU. As a user process has a requested data after the step 5, it does not yield its CPU resource to the other task but copies the up-to-date page from the kernel buffer to the user buffer (if it was a read) and exits the kernel mode. Figure 6 shows that O1 and O2 directly lead to performance improvement under several workloads. SyncPath attains a 1.58 ∼ 2.47 times improvement over SCSI INTR under the random read, the random write, and the random mixed workload. As Iozone is configured to issue 4KB I/O requests by the recordsize value, the workloads commonly generate noncontiguous 4KB I/O requests in a block I/O subsystem. Even with the sequential read workload, which benefits from block prefetching, SyncPath still achieves 1.14 times improvement over SCSI INTR, thus convincing us that the two optimizations are beneficial to a large I/O request as well as a small one. On the contrary, the sequential write throughput drops from 479MB/s to 309MB/s, reaching the random write throughput. As SyncPath cannot take advantage of an I/O scheduler to merge contiguous write requests, the sequential write workload is handled in the same way as the random write workload. It can be concluded that the penalty of not using Spatial Merge outperforms the benefit of O1 and O2 under a sequential write workload.
Extending Device I/O Interface
The lesson learned from SyncPath is that the penalty of merge failure increases more with a fast SSD than with an HDD. This encourages us to devise a new request merge scheme that enhances the possibility of merge success regardless of a workload pattern.
Scatter-gather DMA I/O, supported by most device I/O interfaces, is the hardware capability of a DMA engine to access discontiguous memory segments of a host with a single I/O request. The block I/O subsystem exploits the feature to avoid the overhead of allocating large physically contiguous buffers or dispatching separate I/O requests for chunks of memory segments. Still, the I/O data scattered across discontiguous memory segments must be gathered at a contiguous region inside a device.
We propose a new device I/O interface called Scatter-Scatter I/O (SSIO) Interface. The interface enables the block I/O subsystem to transfer data from discontiguous host memory segments to discontiguous storage segments, and vice versa. It fits the nature of an SSD having high-level parallelism inside, providing the block I/O subsystem with an unexplored opportunity to merge I/O requests even from a random access workload.
The SSIO interface requires a DMA engine to implement the capability of transferring data between discontiguous host memory segments and discontiguous storage address spaces. The DMA engine of the DRAM-based SSD is customized accordingly by using a set of descriptors for an I/O request. A request descriptor represents a single mapping of {host memory segment, storage address segment, data size}. The Block Control Table ( BCT) maintains 1,024 request descriptors, implying that the block I/O subsystem can dispatch up to 1,024 I/O requests at a time through the SSIO interface.
STM: Synchronously Merging Discontiguous I/O Requests
The SSIO interface provides the possibility of a new request merge scheme for the block I/O subsystem. Unlike Spatial Merge, the new scheme can merge I/O requests based on their temporal locality instead of spatial locality. As it coalesces all I/O requests seen during a particular time window, the scheme is defined as Temporal Merge in this article. With high probability, Temporal Merge successfully merges I/O requests in the block I/O subsystem regardless of access sequentiality, request size, or request type. STM guarantees that at least one process (i.e., a Winner) follows the synchronous I/O path. This property helps the Winner to avoid the high software latency of an I/O request. In the worst case where the interval between successive I/O requests is so long that they cannot be temporally merged at all, STM behaves exactly the same as SyncPath because the individual I/O request would benefit from the optimizations O1 and O2. In short, STM can take advantage of Temporal Merge under high-concurrency workloads (by O3) while avoiding the performance penalty of merge failure under lowconcurrency workloads (by O1 and O2), which is not achievable by the traditional block I/O subsystem that relies on a plugging/unplugging mechanism. Figure 8 describes an example where four threads are submitting I/O requests to STM. CPU2 becomes the Winner among the three threads and merges its request with the other two. The two threads on CPU1 and CPU3 are put to sleep, waiting for the completions of the requests. Consequently, O2 is not applied to the I/O paths of the Losers. Figure 9 explains the latency breakdown of an I/O request, which is directly measured inside STM . CPU6 becomes the Winner, performing Temporal Merge with the requests received from CPU4, CPU2, and CPU0. As soon as the lock for a device is released, STM dispatches the merged I/O request to the device while gathering other I/O requests on another CPU. The period of grouping I/O requests in the context of the Winner depends on the period of polling an outstanding I/O request. The delay between the previous I/O completion and the next I/O start is negligible since the Winner busily waits on the spinlock of a device. Figure 10 shows that STM increases the sequential write throughput from 300MB/s to 600MB/s, overcoming the penalty of bypassing an I/O scheduler. It is even 24% higher than the sequential write throughput of SCSI INTR, implying that Temporal Merge outperforms Spatial Merge even under the workload from which Spatial Merge can benefit the most. In the random access workloads, the throughput gap between SyncPath and STM is explained by the effect of O3. It is also notable that STM is beneficial to large I/O requests as well as small ones. STM achieves 100% of the device bandwidth under the sequential read workload incurring maximum prefetches, while SCSI INTR achieves 92% of the device throughput under the same workload.
Interestingly, it is observed that the random write throughput is marginally higher than the sequential write throughput. The performance gap turns out to result from the file system overhead to generate the dataset of Iozone. The sequential write workload, referred to as initial write in Iozone, requires the file system to handle the file growths, while the random write workload starts with the existing dataset. Although the software latency outside the block I/O subsystem is not covered in this article, the result hints at one future direction of storage-stack optimization for fast storage devices. For example, reducing the number of I/O accesses during retrieving the directory hierarchy or replicating critical metadata may need to be reexamined in the light of the new hardware latency of an SSD. Two limitations of STM are found from the Iozone evaluation. First, the achievable benefit by Temporal Merge is dependent on the number of concurrent I/O requests in the block I/O subsystem. If an application is single threaded and does not rely on an asynchronous I/O mechanism, no improvement is expected over SyncPath. The user process would always be a Winner and follow the synchronous I/O path with its own request only. Even multithreaded write-intensive applications can suffer the problem of low concurrency, since the delayed write mechanism usually hides and reduces the application-level concurrency.
Second, the random read throughput is significantly lower than the random write throughput. As the DRAM-based SSD has the uniform hardware latency of an I/O request regardless of the request type, the storage stack, including the block I/O subsystem, needs to be examined to fully explain the performance gap. This will be further discussed in Section 4.6.
ATM: Asynchronously Merging Discontiguous I/O Requests
Using an I/O scheduler, considered harmful to fast storage devices [Akel et al. 2011; Caulfield et al. 2010b; Seppanen et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2012 ], needs to be revisited in consideration of the extended device I/O interface. The SSIO interface grants a new capability to an I/O scheduler by allowing discontiguous I/O requests to be dispatched at a time.
ATM is the block I/O subsystem that performs Asynchronous Temporal Merge based on O1, O3, and O4. Unlike STM, it uses a request queue plugging mechanism to accumulate I/O requests in the block I/O subsystem. Figure 11 illustrates an example where ATM is receiving six I/O requests from four threads. Each thread maps the kernel buffer of its I/O request to the DMA buffer before inserting it into a request queue; this is called queue bouncing. Upon receiving an unplugging event, CPU2 performs Temporal Merge on the six I/O requests and dispatches them at a time (by O3). After detecting the completion of an I/O request (by O1), CPU2 parallelizes the ascending I/O path by using the per-CPU SoftIRQ handler. Eventually, the four CPUs that originally submitted the I/O requests participate in the bottom-half handlers.
In spite of the SSIO interface, however, the initial version of ATM showed little performance improvement over STM. The default configuration favorable to an HDD, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, made it hard to accumulate a sufficient number of I/O requests in a request queue, cancelling out the benefit of the SSIO interface. Hence, the next step was to optimize the configuration for the DRAM-based SSD. The I/O scheduler is set to use noop instead of cfq. Noop is the laziest among the three I/O schedulers (Section 3.2.2) in the sense that it hardly forces a request queue to be flushed, while cfq tends to unplug a request queue prematurely. Tuning the value of unplug thresh also helps noop to accumulate more I/O requests; increasing the threshold from 4 to 32 shows a good balance between the throughput and the latency under various workloads with the DRAM-based SSD, which may need another tuning for an SSD with different performance characteristics. Additionally, unplug delay is set to 1 millisecond to minimize the possible idleness of the device, which is the minimum value in the system not relying on a high-resolution timer. In short, O4 optimizes the configuration of an I/O scheduler type, unplug thresh, and unplug delay. Figure 12 indicates that ATM performs better than STM under write workloads; the improvements are 18% and 5% under the sequential write and the random write workload, respectively. Though not shown in the graph, the single-threaded write throughput achieved by ATM is 50% higher than the throughput achieved by STM. On the other hand, the sequential and the random read throughput by ATM are lower than those by STM, which is consistently observed across other Iozone settings. The reason is that ATM was unable to merge read requests because of the critical section design in the Linux storage stack; a read request is inserted into a request queue with a spinlock acquired and immediately dispatched to a device. As other read requests also wait on the spinlock and pass through a request queue one by one, ATM does not have a chance to accumulate them for Temporal Merge. Consequently, ATM behaves exactly the same as SyncPath under the sequential and the random read workload. Any polling-based block I/O subsystem based on an I/O scheduler would experience the same problem seen in ATM, since the acquisition and the release of the queuelock is performed outside the Block Layer. The limitation motivates us to design another block I/O subsystem called SQ that will be described in Section 4.7.
HTM: Hybrid Use of Synchronous and Asynchronous Temporal Merge
The previous results support that STM is a good choice for read workloads and so is ATM for write workloads. As the read and write system call are the blocking and nonblocking operation, respectively, they benefit from different optimizations; STM helps read I/O requests to avoid the software latency in the I/O path, while ATM maximizes the benefit of merging write I/O requests.
HTM is the block I/O subsystem that performs Hybrid Temporal Merge based on the insight. It takes advantage of both STM and ATM by selectively choosing the I/O paths for I/O requests that are either latency-sensitive or throughput-sensitive. HTM directs latency-sensitive requests to STM and others to ATM. The requirement of each I/O request can be inferred by the hint given by upper layers. For example, a flag variable bio->bi_rw conveys the property of an I/O request along the I/O path, which is hinted by the FS layer. If the flag indicates that the type of a request is read, HTM regards the request as latency-sensitive and forces it to enter STM. A request issued in direct I/O mode is also classified as latency-sensitive regardless of the type. Otherwise, HTM hands over the request to ATM in anticipation of accumulating it into a request queue.
The simple heuristics turns out to be effective to both read and write workloads. According to the evaluation result in Figure 13 , the application throughput by HTM mostly converges to either STM or ATM, whichever is higher than the other. HTM achieves 100% of the device bandwidth under the sequential read and the sequential write workload, and 95% under the random write workload. Interestingly, HTM performs worse than both STM and ATM when read and write requests are mixed. Only 43% of the device bandwidth is exploited by HTM, which is comparable to the random read throughput. The observation can be rephrased as follows.
-The random read throughput achievable by HTM is less than half of the device bandwidth. -Interference between STM and ATM reduces the random mixed workload to the random read workload.
They motivate us to explore other block I/O subsystems called VFS-HTM and SQ, respectively, discussed in the following sections. 
VFS-HTM: Integrating the VFS Layer with HTM
We noticed that the application throughput of Iozone under a random read workload was significantly lower than the throughput observed at the block I/O subsystem; the latter was approximately two times higher than the former. It brings up an issue similar to what has been observed in a network I/O subsystem: goodput is always less than throughput because of protocol overhead. Goodput can be understood as application throughput in this article, while throughput will be used to specify the throughput measured at an OS. It is surprising that ra_pages explained in Table III can impact the application throughput. Figure 14 demonstrates that the high value of ra_pages produces an negative effect on the application throughput. The result implies that the random read workload triggers block prefetching and only a small portion of the prefetched data is taken by the Iozone, which is not normally expected under the workload. It is concluded from our investigation that the problem originates from an optimization in the Linux VFS layer, called context lookup. It is designed to track the sequentiality of I/O requests even if multiple sequential access workloads are interleaved. When two I/O requests happen to fall within a small range, the context lookup feature makes the VFS layer prefetch a large I/O request. Just like the penalty of merge failure (Section 3.2.1), the penalty of harmful prefetch increases more with a fast SSD than with an HDD.
Setting ra_pages to 0, despite being beneficial to the random access workload, produces a side-effect of degrading the sequential read throughput significantly; our preliminary result shows that a single-threaded sequential read throughput is decreased from 507MB/s to 301MB/s when performed without block prefetching. Our proposed block I/O subsystems as well as SCSI INTR cannot avoid the problem of the harmful prefetch.
The read-ahead dilema of whether to use block prefetching or not can be resolved by integrating the VFS layer with the block I/O subsystem. VFS-HTM is the block I/O subsystem based on the HTM integrated with the VFS layer. It clones the I/O path in the VFS layer and directs a system call to execute the new I/O path, not requiring any modification to an OS. VFS-HTM disables the context lookup feature because block prefetching for a single-threaded sequential read workload is sufficient; even without block prefetching, Temporal Merge can build a large I/O request.
As seen in Figure 15 , with all the optimizations applied (i.e., O1∼O5), VFS-HTM achieves 94% of improvement over HTM under the random read workload, exploiting 87% of the device bandwidth. The mixed random throughput still stays around 74% of the device bandwidth.
SQ: Using Double Buffering to Avoid Lock Contention
The use of queuelock, discussed in Section 4.4, has little impact on the block I/O subsystem that relies on the interrupt mechanism. As the traditional I/O path has 3∼4 asynchronies, holding a spinlock during inserting/dequeueing a request occupies only a small portion of the software latency. However, the polling mechanism (O1) and the synchronous I/O path (O2) negatively impact the queueing mechanism in the Block Layer; the maximum duration of holding a spinlock can be as high as the hardware latency of an outstanding I/O request, preventing any I/O requests from being inserted to a queue. In the case of HTM, only one of STM and ATM can insert a request into a request queue at a time because the queuelock is shared between the two, which is harmful to both STM and ATM. ATM cannot keep inserting new requests into a queue until STM finishes polling, while STM cannot observe as high concurrency as in the read-only random workload.
SQ is the block I/O subsystem that overcomes the problem of the shared queuelock by decoupling the lock from the polling mechanism. It introduces an additional request queue called Shadow Queue (SQ) to have I/O requests inserted even when STM is polling with the queuelock held. The requests in the shadow queue are moved into a request queue only by a draining event. This enables the requests to remain in the request queue even when an unplugging event is triggered by the insertion of a read request. Consequently, the unplugging event ends up releasing the queuelock within 1∼2 microseconds. Figure 16 demonstrates that SQ improves the random mixed throughput by 44% over VFS-HTM. It effectively accumulates I/O requests regardless of their types, while VFS-HTM is able to pile up write requests only. However, significant performance degradation is experienced under the sequential write workload; this has not been observed when the ext2 file system is used. According to our investigation, some file systems including ext3 by our configuration depend on synchronous writes to enforce their consistency policies. In the case of ext3, the synchronous writes issued by a journaling thread prevent next requests from entering SQ, reducing the concurrency from which Temporal Merge benefits. Identifying such synchronous requests submitted by different file systems and minimizing the software latency of these is a remaining challenge in SQ.
LBA access hints [Knight and Stevens 2012] , specified by T10, opens a new possibility of optimizing SQ for a fast storage device. It enables an I/O request to convey an I/O requirement from an application or a file system, which can be exploited inside a storage device. According to the specification, five levels of read/write frequency and three levels of latency requirement can be configured to a range of LBAs. Although the mechanism is mainly designed for device-level optimizations, it can also help the block I/O subsystem to efficiently handle various workloads. With the support of the LBA hints, for example, the future version of SQ may have three shadow queues for the Low/Normal/High-latency requirements and throttle their draining rates individually without necessarily flushing the entire requests from a single shadow queue.
Summary of Optimizations
The six optimizations O1∼O6 are used to optimize the block I/O subsystem for the DRAM-based SSD. Though the proposed block I/O subsystems are based on the specific OS and the storage device, the explorations of the trade-off relationships such as {latency vs. throughput}, {read vs. write}, and {sequential access vs. random access} will be helpful to apply the ideas to other OSes. To demonstrate the generality of the optimizations, we applied two of them, O1 and O2, to the existing block I/O subsystem for Flash-based SATA SSDs (Section 5.3) and evaluated it under various workloads (Section 6.9). 
Each symbol indicates that O: fully applied, : partially applied and ×: not applied. The optimizations applied to each block I/O subsystem are summarized in Table V . The descriptions in the previous sections focus on typical I/O paths only, therefore certain corner cases may be handled differently. For example, even STM is able to merge write requests since the Linux writeback layer is nondeterministically bypassed under heavy pressure on allocation of free pages, which indicates that a write request can be submitted by a user process instead of a writeback kernel thread. ATM forces an I/O request to follow the descending I/O path synchronously when the number of requests in a request queue reaches unplug_thresh. VFS-HTM takes advantage of SyncPath, STM, and ATM, while SQ utilizes ATM only. VFS-HTM and SQ are our final optimized block I/O subsystems and they choose different approaches to achieve the device bandwidth. VFS-HTM extends the scope of the block I/O subsystem to the VFS layer, while SQ keeps the traditional scope of the block I/O subsystem. As SQ does not exploit the I/O hints of requests (Section 4.7), the achievable application throughput by SQ is more sensitive to workload variations than the achievable application throughput by VFS-HTM. VFS-HTM and SQ do not dominate each other. Figure 17 summarizes the application throughputs achieved by the proposed block I/O subsystems. The number of DMA scatter-gather entries sense
The physical memory address of the scatter-gather list sense len
The size of the scatter-gather table
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The proposed block I/O subsystems are implemented as loadable kernel modules, hence not requiring modifications to the OS kernel. Linux provides a few APIs to help the registration of customized modules that are exploited by our solutions. After explaining the details of the block I/O subsystem implementations, the SSIO interface implemented in the DRAM-based SSD will also be discussed. As a case study, the block I/O subsystem optimized for a standard SATA-SSD is also covered.
Block I/O Subsystem
Each software layer in the Linux system storage stack is able to utilize the functionality of the lower layer by invoking its function pointer as follows.
-scsi host template→queuecommand. SCSI INTR is equivalent to a transformation routine registered to this function pointer. Given an SCSI command from the SCSI subsystem, SCSI INTR creates a PCI request based on information such as DMA buffers and a target sector number, and dispatches it to the DRAM-based SSD. -request queue→make request fn. Every block device has a request queue to manage I/O requests. make_request_fn of the Block Layer provides upper layers with the block I/O interface. SyncPath and STM are registered to this pointer and handle the requests submitted by file systems or user applications. The function must be thread safe since concurrent threads happen to invoke it simultaneously. In the case of STM, such concurrency is essential to maximize the benefit of Temporal Merge. -request queue→request fn. This is the dispatch routine invoked by an I/O scheduler. The CPU context in the function can be one of the following: a user process, a kblockd and a SoftIRQ handler. Unlike make_request_fn, this routine is invoked within a critical section; queuelock of the request queue allows only one thread to enter this function. ATM instruments the function pointer to dequeue all of the block requests in the request queue and build a temporally merged I/O request. The existing SoftIRQ handler for the SCSI Subsystem is designed to handle a single block request retirement; it is unable to overlap the multiple ascending I/O paths for a temporally merged request. ATM works around the problem by reusing the following four variables of struct request used to build an SCSI command: tag, cmd len, sense, and sense len. As the SCSI Subsystem is replaced with ATM, the variables become obsolete and can be used by the SoftIRQ handler of the Block Layer. When ATM detects the completion of a temporally merged I/O request, it embeds the essential information across the four variables as explained in Table VI and invokes blk_complete_request to raise the SoftIRQ event for each block request.
HTM utilizes both function pointers make_request_fn and request_fn to direct I/O requests to either STM or ATM. When loaded into the kernel, HTM initializes ATM first and remembers the address of the entry point to an I/O scheduler. Then it registers itself to make_request_fn and ATM to request_fn. If a block request is determined to be throughput sensitive, HTM directs it to the remembered address to insert it into a request queue. Otherwise, HTM bypasses the I/O scheduler and directly performs the synchronous temporal merge on it.
Extended Device I/O Interface
Storage devices as well as other I/O peripherals are controlled by a set of I/O registers. By adding a few control registers, the behavior of a storage device can be customized. The DRAM-based SSD provided by a vendor has INT_DISABLE register to turn on/off the interrupt notification. If it is turned on, the DRAM-based SSD does not send any interrupt signals to an OS after request completion. The IO_DONE register reports the status of a request completion which can be polled by the block I/O subsystem. Given the two additional registers, the proposed block I/O subsystems can communicate with the DRAM-based SSD via the polling mechanism.
HIOPS: Block I/O Subsystem for SATA SSDs
The proposed optimizations can be beneficial to standard SSDs having an SATA2 interface. Those SSDs based on flash memory are manufactured by Intel, Samsung, OCZ, etc., and provide an illusion of HDDs to a block I/O subsystem through the SATA2 interface. The Advanced Host Controller Interface (AHCI) can be regarded as a PCI device that arbitrates data transmission between an SATA2 device and a block I/O subsystem. The standard specification describes the set of the exported I/O registers [Boyd 2008] .
HIOPS is the block I/O subsystem optimized for the AHCI. It is based on the HTM design in which a read request follows a synchronous I/O path while a write request goes through an I/O scheduler. HIOPS is unable to temporally merge discontiguous block requests due to the lack of the SSIO interface in AHCI. Instead, it utilizes Native Command Queueing (NCQ) capability [Dees 2005; Intel and Seagate 2003; Yu et al. 2010] of SATA2 SSDs by implementing a polling thread capable of handling multiple completions.
HIOPS uses the set of I/O registers of AHCI as described in Table VII . When HIOPS is loaded into an OS, it disables the interrupt mode by signalling zero to the PxIE register. Each I/O request is tagged with an integer number between 0 and 31. HIOPS records the tag number as a bit flag in tagmap bitmap and dispatches the request to AHCI by using the PxCI register. The descending I/O path is executed synchronously for reads while asynchronously for writes through an I/O scheduler. The PxIS register is busily polled by a dedicated thread. After receiving completions information from an SATA device, AHCI exports the status through the PxIS register for HIOPS to detect the completions. The nonzero value of the register indicates that at least one I/O request is completed [Boyd 2008] . At this point, the bitmap of the active tag numbers in a device is retrieved from the PxSACT register and applied XOR with the active tag list maintained by HIOPS, which reveals the list of the completed block requests. The ascending I/O path is executed by a polling thread as done by STM. Although the parallel request retirements chosen by the ATM design (Section 4.4) were considered at first and tested, the benefit was not significant for SATA2 SSDs due to their relatively high hardware latency compared to that of the DRAM-based SSD. The evaluation result will be discussed in Section 6.9.
EVALUATION
The set of well-known benchmarks in Table VIII are performed to evaluate the proposed block I/O subsystems under various configurations. The host machine used in the evaluation has two Xeon E5630 2.53 GHz quad-core (totally 8 cores), 16GB of RAM, and the DRAM-based SSD connected to a PCI Express x16 channel. The available memory size is adjusted to 2GB by writing dummy data into the remaining 14GB of a RAM disk, mentioned as memory ballooning in Section 1.2. This minimizes the effect of page cache, stressing the block I/O subsystem heavily. The version of Linux kernel is 2.6.32 vanilla and ext3 file system is used.
Latency Reduction
The latency of a read request is measured and broken down into the software and hardware latency as shown in Table IX . To exclude the effect of Linux page cache, only the page miss routine, which starts from do_sync_read, is profiled under a single-threaded read workload. According to the evaluation, SCSI INTR incurs the highest software latency as well as the additional interrupt latency. The synchronous I/O path achieved by SyncPath, STM, and HTM eliminates 15 microseconds of the software latency, while ATM and SQ experience the delay of 1∼3 microseconds due to the execution of an I/O scheduler code.
Microbenchmark 1: Iozone
Interrupt vs. Poll. Table X shows that SCSI INTR outperforms the others under a single-threaded sequential read workload represented as {Thr=1, Seq.R}. The workload generates block requests as large as 256 sectors with the help of the prefetching optimization. The hardware latency to service the single large request is 177 microseconds, dominating the request latency. Consequently, eliminating the interrupt latency by the polling mechanism gains little benefit and rather affects the application throughput negatively due to the wasteful CPU cycles and the I/O traffic caused by checking the completion register. As the concurrency of a workload increases, however, the polling-based block I/O subsystems surpass SCSI INTR. For example, under {Thr=32, Seq.R}, even SyncPath not performing any request merging achieves a throughput higher by 15% than SCSI INTR provides. When the block I/O subsystem supports the temporal merge as well as the polling mechanism, the performance benefit increases to 29%. The results are summarized as the following; if the concurrency of a workload is low and the size of an I/O request is large, the interrupt mechanism is still beneficial. Otherwise, the polling mechanism is generally helpful to achieve high application throughput under various workloads.
Effect of Context Switch. The number of context switches affects the application throughput under {Thr=1, Rand.R} because the per-request latency is directly translated into the throughput. There are 3∼4 asynchronies in SCSI INTR: 1∼2 in ATM and SQ, and 0 for SyncPath and STM. It is noticeable that the performance improvement over SCSI INTR is inversely proportional to the number of asynchronies: 27% by ATM, 42% by SQ, 63% by STM and HTM, and 65% by SyncPath. Figure 18 (a) show that STM achieves the lowest throughput under {Thr=1, Seq.Write} and the second lowest under {Thr=1, Rand.Write}, which is explained by the lack of the application-level concurrency. On the contrary, ATM is able to dispatch a temporally merged I/O request under the same workloads with the help of an I/O scheduler. The opposite result is observed under read workloads. For example, STM successfully merges requests under {Thr=32, Rand.Read}; this is not achievable by ATM. The improvement of ATM over SCSI INTR does not come from the temporal merge but from the reduced interrequest arrival time.
STM for Reads, ATM for Writes. Table X and

Microbenchmark 2: Fio
The Fio benchmark is performed while varying the configuration as in Table VIII to study the relationship between the concurrency and the application throughput. As shown in Figure 19 , under the single-threaded workload where even the temporal merge cannot produce any benefit, SyncPath is the best choice since it avoids wasting CPU cycles on the fruitless attempt. As the concurrency becomes higher, the application throughput by SyncPath increases due to the reduced interrequest arrival time, which is helped by the polling mechanism.
It is notable that both STM and ATM suffer the mixed random read/write workload of Fio inferred from the little performance gap between SyncPath and STM (or ATM). A similar problem was already observed in the mixed random read/write workload of Iozone; the stream of requests mixed with reads and writes prematurely flushes the request queue, decreasing the size of a temporally merged request. In the case of SQ, the requests can be accumulated in the request queue regardless of the types. This enhances the possibility of creating a large I/O request advantageous to the device utilization. Though not implemented in the DRAM-based SSD, some storage devices support full-duplex data transfer that enables the block I/O subsystem to transfer from and to a device simultaneously [Akel et al. 2011] . SQ would be able to benefit from the hardware functionality since flushing reads and writes will be overlapped, which should be performed separately with our DRAM-based SSD.
Macrobenchmark 1: Postmark
Postmark [Katcher 1997 ] simulates a mail server that creates/appends/deletes a set of small-sized files corresponding to user mails. It has been reported that the workloads generated by the postmark are insufficient to stress a storage system to the limit [Traeger et al. 2008] . One possible workaround is to run multiple instances of the postmark in parallel [Anderson et al. 2004; Aranya et al. 2004] , which gives more pressure on block I/O subsystems to distinguish their different performance characteristics. The following are the observations from the aggregated application throughput, represented as Postmark(N), which means that the N instances of the postmark are executed concurrently. Figure 20 (a) and 20(b) shows that the throughput improvements due to the increased concurrency from 1 to 4 are {SyncPath: 16%, STM: 8%, ATM: 52%, HTM: 57%, SQ: 43%}. Although not capable of performing Temporal Merge, SyncPath achieves the improvement with the help of the reduced inter-arrival time between successive requests. This also contributes to the improvements of other block I/O subsystems. It is noticeable that the achievement by ATM is higher than the achievement by STM. The major factor is that the postmark mainly generates the write-intensive workload advantageous to the block I/O subsystem relying on an I/O scheduler. According to our blktrace analysis, the number of write requests was 7 times higher than the number of read requests. Consequently, ATM, HTM, and SQ benefit from the workload characteristics.
Positive Effect of Increased Concurrency. The comparison between
Negative Effect of Increased Concurrency.
Increasing the concurrency over a certain threshold makes a negative impact on the application throughput. The following throughput degradation is observed from the comparison between Figure 20 (b) and 20(d): {SyncPath: −32%, STM: −29%, ATM: −26%, HTM: −22%, SQ: −16%}. This problem, not observed in Iozone or Fio, results from the workload characteristics of Postmark. Unlike the other two, Postmark creates and deletes a large number of files, leading to frequent metadata updates in the file system. For instance, creating a file requires updates on in-memory and on-disk data structures including: (1) inode bitmap and inode table for each of the file and the parent directory, (2) data block bitmap and data blocks for each of the file and the parent directory, and (3) superblocks for the partition-wise information. As each of these updates requires a CPU scheduling, despite being a little amount, the performance of create/append/read/delete can be adversely influenced by the saturation of CPU resources.
Interestingly, when the number of postmark instances is close to or higher than the number of CPU cores, the problem of performance degradation emerges. It convinces us that a concurrency higher than a certain threshold is harmful to the application throughput. To prevent the excessive number of threads from occupying all the CPU resources, we can think of a new block I/O subsystem dedicating the subset of CPU cores to I/O operations, which can be one future direction of our work. It is also notable that SCSI INTR experiences the throughput degradation monotonically decreasing from 149MB/s to 101MB/s as the concurrency increases from 1 to 16; this is caused by the excessive interrupts that prevent the postmark instances from performing useful tasks.
Macrobenchmark 2: TPC-C
BenchmarkSQL is a multithreaded Java client implementation that simulates a TPC-C workload [BenchmarkSQL 2012] . Postgresql is used as a backend DBMS and configured to run on the same machine where the BenchmarkSQL is executed, which excludes the effect of variable network latency. The parameters are chosen as in Table VIII to maximize the number of outstanding I/O requests in a kernel. The following five transaction types are issued to the DBMS based on their weight specified in the TPC-C standard document [Council 2010] : {NewOrder: 45%, Payment: 43%, OrderStatus: 4%, Delivery: 4%, StockLevel: 4%}.
Slow I/O Path in DBMS (Term=1).
When the number of terminals is set to 1, the block I/O subsystems show little difference in the application throughput. Even SCSI INTR to which no optimization is applied achieves approximately 300 transactions/s similar to the performance of others, as shown in Figure 21 . In the singlethreaded configuration, the additional software latency incurred by the DBMS can impact the application throughput, which was the case in our experiment. The benefit by the block I/O subsystems was dominated by the overhead in the DBMS. This observation implies that an application as well as a block I/O subsystem should be aware of the characteristics of an underlying storage device and need to be optimized so as to exploit the device bandwidth. (Term>1) . When the number of terminals increases, the inter-request arrival time becomes shorter due to the queueing mechanism of the DBMS. Surprisingly, the result in Figure 21 (a) was against our expectation that ATM or SQ should show the highest application throughput since the TPC-C workload was known to be write-intensive. DBMS tends to keep the number of outstanding block requests low to guarantee its own consistency semantics. For example, the InnoDB engine of MySQL maintains only 2∼3 concurrent block requests in a kernel to avoid unexpected scheduling or caching [Hall and Bonnet 2005] . The engine does not rely on the operating system storage stack but tries to control the entire I/O path of a request. This conservatism results in giving up further optimizations achievable by the block I/O subsystem. As a result, the high concurrency at the DBMS is not directly exploited by our block I/O subsystems. This gives us a new challenge of designing application-level optimizations to fully exploit the maximum throughput of a fast storage device.
Conservatism in Consistency Enforcement
Sensitivity Analysis
Variable hardware latency is simulated to investigate the effectiveness of the temporal merge with fast storage devices having different performance characteristics. Either of the two types of software latency is injected to an I/O request in SyncPath and STM: (F) the fixed software latency to an I/O request and (P) the variable software latency proportional to a request size. The former, called per-request delay, is for simulating devices showing different hardware latencies and the latter, called per-page delay, is for simulating devices showing different device bandwidths.
Graceful Performance Degradation. Figure 22(a) shows the throughput variation when the delay type F is given. It is observed that STM is less sensitive to a hardware latency than SyncPath. For example, if the hardware latency and the device bandwidth of a new storage device are 500 microseconds (i.e., F = 500) and 700MB/s respectively, STM is still able to achieve 16% of the throughput with F = 0 while SyncPath observes only 3% of the throughput with F = 0. The result implies that high-throughput and high-latency storage devices like existing Flash-based SSDs would be able to benefit from the temporal merge.
Break-even Benefit Point of Request Merging. The two curves of SyncPath and STM in Figure 22 (b) converge at a certain point. For a device having P = 50, the application throughputs of SyncPath and STM show little difference. We define such value of P as break-even point. If the hardware latency of a new storage device is higher than the break-even point, the benefit by the temporal merge becomes negligible. If P = 0, for instance, sending four pages in a single I/O request shows 57% higher throughput than sending only one page. Given P = 50, however, the former achieves only 3% of improvement over the latter. The result implies that low-throughput and low-latency storage devices would be able to benefit from the temporal merge only when the hardware latency is less than a certain break-even point.
CPU Utilization
CPU utilization is profiled to study the effect of the polling mechanism. The utilization is broken down into the four types in Table XI : wait, idle, user, and sys time. The user time and the sys time account for the meaningful execution by CPU resources. In the proposed block I/O subsystems, the sys time includes the polling period. If the sys time , it is demonstrated that STM and ATM save CPU cycles under different workloads; STM saves 55% of CPU cycles under the random read workload, whereas ATM saves 65% of CPU cycles under the random write workload. In the opposite cases where the random read workload is given to ATM and the random write workload to STM, they consume 100% and 88% of CPU resources, respectively. An I/O scheduler is useful to accumulate write requests but cannot pile up read requests due to the critical section design of the Block Multidevice Support. The result implies that even a single device can consume most of the CPU resources in a system. For example, Figure 23 (c) shows that STM leads to 40% of CPU utilization to serve the single DRAM-based SSD and would saturate all the CPUs with three or more devices. Though the scalability to many devices has not been explored in this article, we should take account of the issue since RAID configuration is commonly used to maximize the benefit of parallelism [NetApp 2012; EMC 2007] . Dynamic interval polling and pipelined post-I/O processing are proposed in our ongoing work to mitigate the overhead of the polling mechanism [Shin et al. 2013 ] that can be considered for optimizing the block I/O subsystem with RAID awareness. This future research direction is summarized in Section 8.
Temporal Merge Count
Figure 24(a) demonstrates that the concurrency is a critical factor to build a large request by STM under the random read workload. We define the number of block requests temporally merged in an I/O request as temporal merge count. High temporal merge count leads to high device/channel utilization, as discussed in Section 3.2.1. On the contrary, the temporal merge counts of 95% of I/O requests by ATM were only 1, proving they were unable to merge read requests.
ATM effectively achieves high temporal merge counts regardless of the concurrency under the random write workload. The temporal merge counts of 89% of I/O requests is 32 under a single-threaded workload as shown in Figure 24(b) . Interestingly, the temporal merge count tends to become lower as the concurrency is increased. The reason is that the heavy pressure on allocating free pages for writes makes some block requests enter the block I/O subsystem synchronously instead of returning at the VFS layer, as explained in Section 4.8. Figure 25 shows the result of parameter sweeping with Fio benchmark on HIOPS. Each configuration is indicated by the three parameters {the number of threads. the file size per thread (GB) . the file access mode (0: buffered, 1: direct)}. For example, {4.2.1} means that four threads accesses their own designated 2GB files with direct I/O mode. Despite the lack of the SSIO interface, HIOPS attains 7.4% of improvement on average over the existing block I/O subsystem. The tested SSD has an SATA3 interface fully compatible with SATA2 and is known to support up to 50,000 IOPS and 500MB/s. Compared to the block I/O subsystems for the DRAM-based SSD, HIOPS shows relatively variable throughputs from repeated experiments under the same configuration. Though the nondeterministic internal behaviors like write amplification [Hu et al. 2009 ] or garbage collection [Chen et al. 2009; Hu et al. 2009; Nam et al. 2011 ] make it hard to clarify the benefit of the optimizations, the experiment result is still useful since it provides overall throughput increases or decreases under various configurations.
Block I/O Subsystem for an SATA SSD
As shown in Figure 25 , the performance improvement by HIOPS for the flash SSD is less than what is achieved by HTM for the DRAM-based SSD; the former achieves only 19% of improvement over the existing block I/O subsystem even in the best case, while the latter achieves more than 300% of enhancement in multithreaded workloads. The reason for the relatively low improvement is due to the hardware latency of the SSD that is higher than that of the DRAM-based SSD. As the hardware latency occupies a large portion of the total latency, eliminating the software overhead produces the low benefit accordingly. It is notable that the problem of the degraded throughputs consistently occurs when the files are accessed in buffered mode (i.e., {*.*.0}). This implies that the I/O path for buffered writes needs to be investigated to find any unexpected software latency. On the other hand, HIOPS shows higher throughput than the existing block I/O subsystem when direct I/O mode is used.
RELATED WORK
Operating System Optimization
Storage-stack optimization has been actively explored as the hardware latency of a storage device is decreasing to a few microseconds. Moneta [Caulfield et al. 2010b] and Onyx [Akel et al. 2011 ] applied a broad range of software optimizations such as bypassing an I/O scheduler, avoiding interrupts, and eliminating spinlocks to achieve the maximum device bandwidth from their PCM-based SSD. Short-circuiting the SCSI subsystem and the ATA layer is also studied by previous research [Seppanen et al. 2010 ] to reduce the software latency of an I/O request. The Linux community recently started to apply the optimizations learned from the network I/O subsystem to the block I/O subsystem; for example, blk-poll is a general framework that enables a device driver to have its own customized polling routine for a storage device [Corbet 2009 ].
The application I/O interface also has significant influence on application throughput. Vasudevan et al. [2011] pointed out that the vector interface enabled a user application to fully benefit from hardware parallelism. Unlike system calls, the proposed interface can convey information about multiple objects, inherently eliminating the need to merge the requests inside an OS or a device. Our belief is that the vector interface would help our block I/O subsystems to reduce the overhead of Temporal Merge even more. Moneta-D [Caulfield et al. 2012 ] provides another application I/O interface, allowing an I/O request to follow a virtual I/O channel that bypasses the VFS/FS layer. We expect that the SSIO interface in our article would provide an opportunity to aggregate multiple user system calls on a virtual I/O channel to amortize per-request overhead.
The benefit of using poll for a fast storage device was extensively investigated in the work by Yang et al. [2012] . They implemented both synchronous and asynchronous I/O models for an early prototype of an NVM Express* (NVMe) [Huffman 2012b ], corresponding to STM and ATM, respectively. Two possible future optimizations discussed in the paper, two kernel paths for a block device and disabling read-ahead, are realized by our VFS-HTM with additional optimizations (i.e., O3, O4, and O5) and evaluated through various benchmarks without bypassing the VFS/FS layer to investigate their impact on general-purpose applications.
NVMe requires us to explore a new design space of a block I/O subsystem based on several new features. First, the multiple queue pairs model [Huffman 2012b] , not yet explored in our block I/O subsystems, naturally raises questions about how many Submission Queues (SQ) and Completion Queues (CQ) should be created and how to map them to a set of CPU cores. Depending on workload characteristics, the configuration of queue pairs may or may not benefit from the hardware parallelism or the L1/L2 caches of CPU cores. Second, interrupt coalescing is controlled by two hardware-level variables called aggregation time (TIME) and aggregation threshold (THR) [Huffman 2012b] , that are functionally similar to unplug delay and unplug thresh, respectively (Table III) . Since the TIME variable is a multiple of 100 microseconds, it may significantly increase the hardware latency of an I/O request. According to our understanding about the Linux 3.13 containing the NVMe device driver [Linux 2014 ], the number of (SQ, CQ) pairs created is equal to the number of CPU cores and each queue depth is 1,024. The block I/O subsystem relies on an MSI or MSI-X interrupt mechanism and does not enable the interrupt coalescing feature by default. As an optimistic optimization, it starts to poll on the completion of any I/O request immediately after dispatching one and stops it within a finite number of CPU cycles instead of waiting until it detects any completion. The interrupt handler also has the same optimization.
Active Message [von Eicken et al. 1992 ] and U-Net [von Eicken et al. 1995] provide novel insight into the optimizations for the change of underlying hardware. Pointing out the magnified per-message communication overhead on the new hardware, they suggested the idea of minimizing the per-message overhead and amortizing it across multiple messages to exploit the maximum device bandwidth. Similar principles have affected the designs of the network I/O subsystems for fast network interface cards such as Infiniband [2014] , Myrinet [2014] , and 10Gbps Ethernet card. They show a hardware latency as low as a few microseconds and require their own network I/O subsystems to attain maximum performance. The optimizations in the network I/O subsystems can be summarized as: (1) to mitigate per-packet overhead and (2) to reduce the I/O path overhead. Extended frame [Menon and Zwaenepoel 2008; Makineni and Iyer 2004] and interrupt coalescing [Chase et al. 2000] belong to the former optimization, while the latter includes offloading TCP checksum calculation [Menon and Zwaenepoel 2008] and zero-copy transmission [Chase et al. 2000; Makineni and Iyer 2004] . The optimizations for a fast storage device discussed in our article are based on exactly the same principles.
Intel I/O Acceleration Technology (IOAT) was announced to improve the I/O path, especially in a network I/O subsystem [Intel 2006 [Intel , 2007 . The research points out that the network I/O subsystem would become the bottleneck in a multi-gigabit ethernet environment. The major factors of the bottleneck are: (1) the system overhead due to the interrupt handling and the buffer management, (2) the TCP/IP processing overhead, and (3) the overhead of data copy. IOAT helps to solve the three problems by parallelizing TCP checksumming, copying data through an asynchronous I/O path, and eliminating redundant copying. Our block I/O subsystems would be able to benefit from the second and the third solution since the page copy operation is currently performed synchronously and can affect the application throughput as the hardware latency becomes lower.
The RouteBricks project [Dobrescu et al. 2009 ] has the following two performance goals: (1) fully exploiting network bandwidth from a single server and (2) achieving scalable performance across multiple servers. The first goal is achieved by devising a per-core network queue to avoid resource contention between cores; when multiple packets arrive within a few microseconds, a single queue suffers significant contention. The second goal is accomplished by avoiding centralized management of servers and parallelizing I/O paths. This technique will be also helpful to build distributed storage systems deployed with fast storage devices. Currently, our block I/O subsystems focus only on the I/O path within a server, but do not consider inter-node communication which might interfere with block I/O subsystems. The article explores the various designs of a network I/O subsystem to find the best architecture for a Click router [Kohler et al. 2000 ] based on the trade-off analysis such as {pipelining vs. parallelizing requests}, {a single queue vs. multiple queues}, {NIC-level packets splitting vs. CPUlevel packets splitting}, etc. The methodology to evaluate each optimization is similar to our design exploration of the block I/O subsystems.
PacketShader offloads computation-intensive tasks to GPU cores to accelerate the routing functionality [Han et al. 2010] . The basic idea is to exploit the processing power of hundreds of GPU cores during network I/O operations. PacketShader mainly enhances the latency of using GPU resources since the benefit would be cancelled out if the offloading incurs significant software overhead. Kernel launch time, defined as the latency from the submission of a GPU job to its execution, was proven so high that it made the low-latency characteristics of GPU cores ineffective. The research proposed a new packet engine design relying on a huge packet buffer and scatter/gather mechanism to minimize the per-packet overhead and to maximize the parallelism across GPU cores.
Exploiting Device Functionality
With the new device functionalities provided by a modern NIC, a network I/O subsystem has been able to increase the maximum achievable application throughput. For example, modern ethernet NICs support RDMA [Chase et al. 2000] and TCP offloading [Kim and Rixner 2006] . The former functionality enables a network I/O subsystem to copy data between a NIC and host memory without CPU interventions and the latter relieves the burden of TCP/IP processing from the network stack. NICs have capability of switching the packet notification method either to interrupt or to polling. The hybrid approach using both interrupt and polling [Salah and Qahtan 2009 ] is known to achieve high throughput under heavily loaded workloads while maintaining high responsiveness under lightly loaded workloads.
A block I/O subsystem also has been developed to make the best use of new storage device features. Modern storage devices have command queueing mechanisms such as TCQ or NCQ [Dees 2005 ] that enable the devices to reorder I/O requests by themselves based on their firmware-level information. For example, NCQ precisely estimates the seek/rotation latency of requests based on the disk head position and utilizes the information to service them in the most efficient order, which had been impossible with software-level solutions [Huang and Chiueh 2000] .
The DRAM-based SSD used in Moneta [Caulfield et al. 2010b ] supports the fullduplex mechanism capable of performing concurrent read/write transfers. Considering the new feature, Moneta proposes a block I/O subsystem design that maintains two independent request queues for reads and writes and initiates the DMA transfer for each of them independently from the other queue. It is demonstrated that the scheme enforces no performance penalty over the existing schemes and achieves about two times the throughput improvement under mixed read/write workloads.
Extending Device I/O Interface
The OS community has proposed new device interfaces which enable an OS to deliver the high-level information to the device for various reasons [Anand et al. 2008; de Jonge et al. 1993; Schindler et al. 2004; Sivathanu et al. 2003 Sivathanu et al. , 2004 Sivathanu et al. , 2006 Sundararaman et al. 2008; Wang et al. 1999] , which could hardly be realized since modifying the existing hardware interface had been regarded as not cost effective by storage vendors [Denehy et al. 2002; Ganger 2001] . Fortunately, recent advancements in embedded hardware technology enable researchers to materialize their ideas with real devices [Lee et al. 2010; Saxena et al. 2013] , widening opportunities for storagestack optimizations.
The Object-based Storage Device (OSD) interface [Gibson et al. 1997 [Gibson et al. , 1998 Mesnier 2003 ], standardized by the T10 committee [T10 2009 ], redefines the roles of a block I/O subsystem and a block device. The OSD interface relieves the burden of free space management from an OS and provides an extended set of commands such as creating/deleting an object as well as reading/writing from/to the object. The interface directly relays the high-level information to the underlying storage device, while the existing interface only allows blocks to be read or written without being aware of their liveness. Based on the information received from the OS, the underlying device becomes capable of performing additional optimizations on its internal I/O requests.
CONCLUSION
We have explored the six optimizations O1∼O6 for a high-performance block I/O subsystem and discovered that the following two versions consistently improve application throughput under various workloads.
-VFS-HTM uses polling to detect I/O completions, bypasses an I/O scheduler for read requests, merges read requests in a synchronous I/O path, merges write requests in an asynchronous I/O path, adjusts a block-level configuration for a fast SSD, and avoids harmful block prefetching. -SQ uses polling to detect I/O completions, merges read/write requests in an asynchronous I/O path, adjusts a block-level configuration for a fast SSD, and uses double buffering to avoid lock contention.
The most important lesson learned from our evaluation is that a block I/O subsystem should part from disk-based optimizations and reexamine any software overhead at microsecond granularity. The following issues should be considered deeply to optimize a block I/O subsystem for the general storage system environment as well as the one with a single server and a single SSD, suggesting meaningful future direction to us.
-Parallelism across Devices. It is a very common practice in enterprise-class storage solutions to combine multiple storage devices into a RAID device [EMC 2007; NetApp 2012] . The RAID device enables an OS to access multiple storage devices concurrently by splitting a large I/O request into smaller ones and dispatching them in parallel. However, the existing software RAID, such as md or dm_raid in the Linux, is based on the assumption of using the interrupt mechanism in the block I/O subsystem. As a result, the synchronous I/O path optimization prevents the software RAID module from dispatching requests in parallel according to our preliminary evaluation. To overcome this problem, our block I/O subsystem should be able to distinguish whether the underlying device is a virtual device or a physical one. Implementing RAID-aware block I/O subsystems for fast storage devices will be our next step. -Parallelism across Servers. Only a single-server environment was considered in this article. The benchmarks used here are unable to give sufficient pressure on the network I/O subsystem or the virtual memory subsystem other than the block I/O subsystem. In a Hadoop cluster consisting of multiple server nodes [Hadoop 2014 ], HDFS would read data from one node and transfer it to other nodes, consuming CPU resources for both the block and the network I/O subsystem. In this case, the I/O path of a request becomes longer than the one discussed in Section 2.2, which might affect some design rationales like {synchronous vs. asynchronous data transfer}. The cross-domain optimizations performed by IO-Lite [Pai et al. 2000] will be considered in our future block I/O subsystems. -Application-Level Optimization. Though most optimizations are proposed in the context of the block I/O subsystem, they can also be applied to an application. DBMSes such as Postgresql, Mysql, and Oracle independently perform I/O management instead of relying on an OS service. For example, most of I/O operations such as writebacks, prefetching, and synchronization are already done by DBMSes. According to our TPC-C evaluation (Section 6.5), the software overhead residing in an application cannot be eliminated by optimizing the block I/O subsystem. This implies that optimizing an application as well as optimizing the operating system storage stack are essential to deliver the device bandwidth to an application. Optimizing I/O paths in data management systems including DBMS is one direction of our future works.
A well-designed hardware interface between an OS and a storage device is very important since: (1) it is critical to the I/O performance of an application and (2) once fixed, it may hardly be changed for generations. The SSIO interface, which allows discontiguous requests to be dispatched at a time, enables an OS to exploit the maximum throughput from a low-latency memory-based storage device. We suggest that a nextgeneration host controller interface should be able to support the SSIO interface.
